Using your sanitizer

• Clean all surfaces that need sanitizing with soapy water BEFORE using sanitizer on that surface. Food particles, soiled or sticky surfaces, and other contamination can deactivate the bleach in your sanitizer.

• Put on rubber cleaning gloves. The gloves help protect your hands, since bleach is irritating to skin.

• Sanitize the surfaces:
  From a spray bottle: spray sanitizer directly onto the pre-cleaned surfaces.
  From a bucket: dip a clean cloth into sanitizer and lightly wring out excess before applying to surfaces.

• Allow sanitizer to air dry.

Safety tips

• Make your sanitizer with room temperature water. Hot water will deactivate the bleach in your sanitizing solution.

• Follow the manufacturer’s safety instructions when working with bleach.

• Never mix bleach with ammonia.

• Make a new bleach sanitizer each day.

• Keep small children and pets away from sanitized surfaces until the surfaces are dry.